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Hello, welcome to my presentation!
I am Tomas from Avocode.

Introduction

Let’s start with a short introduction.
We’re a Prague based company using Kubernetes in production for the last 2 years and it helped us streamline our deployment process.

Introduction
What is Avocode?

•
•
•

Universal design platform.
Our core product is hand-oﬀ.
We’re making it easier for designers
to share designs with team.

•

Devs can inspect designs in
Avocode and get things like CSS
code snippets or image assets.

What is Avocode? Our mission is to build a universal design platform.
Right now our core product is hand-oﬀ - which means that we’re making it easier for designers to share their design files with frontend developers.
Developers can inspect designs in Avocode, which is much friendlier environment than a design software like Photoshop.
It is cross platform and even gives developers ability to export CSS code, get measurement, images and SVGs for their application.

Introduction
Processing designs

•

You don’t need the original design
software (like Photoshop).

•

We convert supported design
formats to Octopus format.

•

Finally, we are able to render the
design precisely.

You actually don’t need design software to open design files in Avocode.
We achieved this by building a technology that can convert all supported file formats to our universal design format - called Octopus.
We have also build a 2D rendering engine that can render these designs precisely, same as in the original graphic software.

Introduction
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This requires lot of various workload to be deployed in our stack. Here is a simplified overview of how our it looks like:
- There is a Client app on the left, which is a React UI web or “native” electron app communicating with a Django App.
- Django app consists of the classic combo of APIs, Celery background tasks and PostgreSQL database.
- The app is communicating using RabbitMQ to various design processing workers.
- These are build using multiple programming languages - mostly Python and Node.JS, some Go and C++ services.
- Processing services are getting their inout and storing their output to Google storage buckets.
- There are also other infrastructure services deployed to our cluster like our own onprem Gitlab instance, telemetry services like Prometheus and Elasticsearch.

Introduction
Scale of our workloads

•

64 unique services in multiple environments

•

Kubernetes cluster with ~400 cores, ~1TB RAM

•

17 developers deploying ~60 times per day

To give you some idea of the scale we operate, there are over 64 unique services deployed in our cluster, most of them in multiple environments.
The Kubernetes cluster usually uses around 400 cores of CPU and 1TB of memory in total.
We have 17 developers deploying apps 60 times per day on average.
The cluster is not massive, but we have enough scale to run into some issues.
(NAPIT SE.)
That concludes our introduction.

What have we
learned so far

In this presentation, I’m going to talk about 6 lessons we learned after operating our Kubernetes cluster for over 2 years.

Lesson 1:
Don’t over-engineer.
Be boring.

Lesson 1: Don’t over-engineer. Be boring.
I’ll start with a pretty general lesson which doesn’t apply just to Kubernetes.

Lesson 1
Don’t over-engineer. Be boring.

•

Today, it’s easy to follow shiny
new things.

•

Every new piece of tech in your
stack is a liability.

-

Today, it’s easy to follow shiny new things.
New tempting tech is released all the time and everyone starts talking about it.
But every piece of tech is a liability.
Software fails. You need to understand how your software stack runs and what can fail.
(animate)
Some startups say, “I need Kubernetes for my web page and 2 microservices!”
This is often overkill and there are definitely more effective solutions for deploying smaller projects.

Lesson 1
Don’t over-engineer. Be boring.

•

Kubernetes oﬀer some really powerful
abstractions we leverage.

•

Streamlined management of deployments,
secrets, autoscaling.

•

Can work on any cloud platform.

However for us, Kubernetes does offer some really powerful abstractions we leverage.
It gave us better visibility into our backend stack, streamlined management of deployment and autoscaling.
Kubernetes is platform agnostic - thanks to that, we were able to migrate from Amazon to Google Cloud pretty easily.
So learning how to operate it was worth the effort.

Lesson 1
Don’t over-engineer. Be boring.

•

Even after you’ve adopted Kubernetes, you have
lots of decisions to make.

•

For example, so far we haven’t invested in a service
mesh like Istio.

-

But Kubernetes is just a platform itself.
Even after you’ve adopted it, you have lots of decisions to make.
One example of shiny new thing is a service mesh, like Istio. Everyone is talking about it.
It does solve a lot of problems, but it completely changes how your apps communicate together and adds overhead.
We haven’t adopted a service mesh so far.

- So it’s a good idea to look at new technologies, maybe experiment with it, but be conservative before adding it to your infrastructure.

Lesson 2:
Don’t manage
everything yourself.

Lesson 2: Don’t manage everything yourself.

Lesson 2
Don’t manage everything yourself.

•

Managed services lock you into a certain
platform and usually add cost.

•

Managed services insulate your team from
having to know every failure mode.

•

In a small team, focus on your core competency.

Cloud providers give you lot of managed services - like databases or Kubernetes itself.
In general, managed services do lock you in and usually add cost.
BUT, managed services insulate your team from having to know every single failure mode of the service.
You shift that responsibility to the provider.
In a small team, you should focus on your core competency.

Lesson 2
Don’t manage everything yourself.
Databases are a great example:

•

Your database needs to be available all the time.

•

You need to be able to failover to a replica and
recover from backup

•

Databases are complicated.

Read the slide ^
Databases are complicated and have a lot of failure modes.
You need to ask yourself - does managing it yourself provide enough value?
For us, it was definitely not our core and we are enjoying a managed database solution.
For example, if you are a fin-tech company which needs to do more complicated realtime database transactions, it can make sense to invest in managing your database
- as it’s part of your core competency.

Lesson 3:
Expect failure.
Embrace failure.

Lesson 3:
Expect failure.
Embrace failure.

Lesson 3
Expect failure. Embrace failure.

•

Most of our workloads run on spot instances.

•

They can be terminated any time, but 1/5th of
the cost

•

💸

Google Cloud Preemptible instances are a little
bit trickier than Amazon spot instances.

Most of our servers are spot instances, which means that they can be terminated at any time.
But they’re about fifth of the cost.
So if you can handle these terminations well, it can decrease your costs by 80%!
In Amazon, we observed that most of the time spot instances stayed up for days and even weeks.
After we migrated to GCP, there is an alternative that works a little bit differently.
Google is calling these “preemptible” instances and they are ALWAYS deleted after 24 hours, sometimes even sooner.

Lesson 3
Expect failure. Embrace failure.

•

Every aspect of your stack needs to tolerate
failure - replicate everything, retry, backoﬀ, retry.

•

Instead of fearing failure, we learned to expect it.

•

Monitor and alert on everything.

We thought we were handling failure well before, but when we moved from Amazon to GCP we identified a lot of issues.
Thanks to the Preemptible nodes constantly failing in a planned way, we learned to expect it and improved our stack to handle such failure better.
So now when servers go down for other reasons (networking errors) it often doesn’t have any impact to our availability.
Using preemptible instances served us as a chaos testing tool in a way.
It’s a good idea to monitor your components and test your stack using dedicated tools that for example take down a single component.
Your infrastructure should isolate such failure and work around it.

Lesson 4:
When all fails, define a
clear response path.

Lesson 4:
- When all fails, define a clear response path.

Lesson 4
When all fails, define a clear response path.

•

Downtime can happen to everyone. Prepare!

•

We use on-call rotation with most of backend
devs involved and have automated alerts on all
major components.

•

Major alerts must have a “runbook” - which is a
clear path on how to investigate and resolve.

-

Even after you make your services highly available, downtime aﬀecting customers can happen.
It’s important to be prepared for such situation.
We use on-call system and try to involve as many backend developers as possible.
Oncall means there is always a “oncall” person, who is responsible for responding to incidents.
We have automated alerts on all major components.
If this alert is triggered, on call person is called on his phone automatically, even in the middle of the night.
It’s important for such alerts to have a “runbook” specified.
Runbook is a specific documentation that should help the on call person investigate the specific issue and guide him to resolution.

Lesson 4
When all fails, define a clear response path.
After the incident is resolved, do postmortem:

•
•
•

document timeline of the incident
root cause and identified issues
blameless: find how a mistake was made, not who
made the mistake

•

define action steps to prevent the incident from
reappearing

-

After the incident is resolved, do postmortems!
Our Postmortems contain several things:
timeline of the incident, so other people can quickly find out what happen.
We write down all identified issues and try to find a root cause.
Finding the root cause is a topic on it’s own, but what is important is that it should be blameless.
Blameless means: don’t focus on WHO made a mistake, but WHY and HOW a mistake was made.
Finally, define action steps to prevent the same mistake from happening in the future.
Doesn’t need to be just changes in your application or stack, can also be changes in your team processes.
Like never deploy on Friday evening right before end of work day :D

Lesson 5:
Put things in queues.
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Lesson 5
Put things in queues.

•

Queues handle failure and bursty workload well.

•

We built a common library that handles task
queueing, uploading output to object storage,
retries, etc.

•

-

Dev can focus just on the business logic.

Part of our strategy for handling failure is putting tasks in queues.
For us queues handle failure and bursty workload very well.
If a worker gets interrupted, the task gets returned to the queue and get retried.
We autoscale based on the queue size, which makes it possible to handle bursty workload very well, combined with a system of rate limits.
A good infrastructure team is building a platform for your developers.
We built a common library to abstract away common infrastructure concerns
It handle things like consuming tasks from queue, downloading input and uploading output to object storage, retry policy, etc.
So we are letting developers focus on the business logic.

Lesson 5
Put things in queues.

•

Fallback workers with higher resource and time
constraints save us lots of money.

normal queue

Normal
Worker
0.5 CPU
500 MB RAM
20s timeout

-

5%

fallback queue

Fallback
Worker
2 CPU
2 GB RAM
300s timeout

One pattern that we use all across our workers is fallback workers.
Thanks to distribution of our tasks, usually we need minimal resources for 95+% of the tasks.
But there are a few percent of “edgecases”, like designer creating a design with a world map with hundred thousands of vectors.
These crazy designs need much higher resources.
We look at our metrics to calculate what is the required CPU, memory, and time for ~95% of tasks for a specific worker.
We setup first “normal” worker with these resources.
It is be able to process 95% of tasks without issue.
Last 5% of tasks go to higher-powered “fallback” worker.
We save a lot of money using this pattern, because:
- The normal worker needs much less resources.
- We can also run a very small number of the fallback worker instances - most of the time 0!

Lesson 6:
Sometimes you have to
help the scheduler out.
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Lesson 6
Sometimes you have to help the scheduler out.

•

The Kubernetes scheduler
struggles with preventing
stranded resources.

-

We run Kubernetes in the cloud with horizontal pod (container) autoscalers at the application-level.
These pods need to fit in servers (nodes in Kubernetes) at the cluster-level - autoscaled as well.
Our workloads can be bursty, meaning that they go up and down very quickly.
We noticed that the scheduler struggles in this case and we had lots of nodes with stranded resources in the past.
For example on Node 2, all CPU is used so no pods can be scheduled on the same node, but half of memory is still unused or stranded.

Lesson 6
Sometimes you have to help the scheduler out.

•

Pods generally need similar ratios of resources.
Nodes in the cloud can be any size.

•

Node resource ratios help the scheduler make
good decisions for bursty workloads.

-

We noticed that our pods only have a few different ratios of resources
like some need 2GB of memory per 1 core, some just 1GB per core, etc.
So, we created node types for each of these ratios - one type of nodes for 2:1 ratio, one for 1:1 ratio.
And we added a scheduling rule that says that some pods (especially bursty workers) have to land only on nodes with the same resource ratio.
This limited our stranded resources tremendously and actually saved us around 20% of monthly server costs.

Time for questions
You’ll get a sticker for each question!

Thank you, that concludes the presentation.
Let me know if you have any questions!
I’ll will be giving a sticker as a reward for each question :)
Last question.

Thank you!
We’re hiring.
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